
OUDS Meeting: Trinity Term Week 3 
15th May 2020, via Zoom 

 
Present: Alasdair Linn, Ana Pagu, Henry Calcutt, Alison Hall, John Watts, Lola Beal, Mina 
Moniri, Ariadne Si Suo, John Livesey, Katie Friedli Walton, Ros Ballaster 
 
Apologies: Krishan Emmanuel, Emma Hawkins 
 
Agenda 
 

1. OGM Timings 

After this meeting, Alasdair will send out a when2meet about meetings moving forward 
for this term, for mornings and lunchtimes.  

 

2. Vote: A Standing Invitation for DisDram 

Votes for: 7 

Votes against: 0 

 

3. Access & Outreach Rep 

Alasdair asked Emma in the week to come up with a description for the role, to promote 
and encourage diversity within Oxford, he thought it would be redundant to have the two 
roles as separate. 

KFW thought we should consider having a diversities rep and using that name - doesn’t 
think that name is clear enough, as a committee we should have a more obvious 
commitment to diversity - sees these roles as slightly different things.  

MM agreed, two separate people for these two roles. 

JL noted that we are supposed to constitutionally have an Equalities rep - it’s not 
creating a new rep. A different order of business if we’re going to change the name of 
the equalities rep to the diversities rep. Structurally, it should be a different role in the 
direction that OUDS is moving. Where one is liaising with other committees, and the 



other is working. He thought we should co-opt someone to be Equalities Rep and create 
a new role for Outreach and Access.  

AL thought we could take current Equalities and Other Societies Rep and change the 
name. JL agrees - just change what the motion is today. 

JW thought we should add the word inclusivity, AL agrees - the names of the reps 
should be as clear as can be.  

AL thinks we should co-opt access and other societies rep, once co-opted, work to 
adapt it with the intentions of Georgie etc. Co-op an equalities rep as well - and making 
changes from there.  

JL - bring two names for the roles next week and co-opt them there and then. 

KFW will ask the person who brought up the role of diversities rep whether she would 
be interested.  

JL - we already have people to apply to Outreach and Access rep - precedent exists for 
just co-opting (Amitai as Welfare Rep). Let’s liaise with other committees (DisDram, 
OxBame) see if they want to put anything forward. 

RB - important to get someone who we think will do the job, not holding a parliamentary 
election, just co-opting someone we need and want. 

AL - so plan forming, start of this week, offering roles to names highlighted - asking 
them for a paragraph, bringing them and their the paragraphs to next week’s meeting 
and at that point voting them in.  

 

4. Monologue Festival 

AL - allowing people to submit whatever is a copyright nightmare… Shakespeare 
monologues instead. Same writer, known for bringing people together - would be v 
positive. Actors submit play and act in scene they want to perform, we send back a 
clean copy of their monologue - avoids adaptation copyright situation. What do people 
think?  

KFW - once we tell people it’s a Shakespeare monologue, they’ll know what to do.  

KFW - website https://www.shakespeare-monologues.org/plays - great way to find them 
out, she’s happy to help people. 



AL - when we submit the form to OUDS members, attach that link so they have 
somewhere to go.  

AL - for writers, write something ostensibly inspired by the Shakespeare plays etc. 
Alasdair has created the form already, he will send it to everyone to check.  

LB - do we limit people to one entry, one role?  

AL - no, on the form it says you can submit for multiple roles.  

AL - would love there to be some marketing for the process. A TAFF callout for a 
marketing director.  

AP - what happens if people have the same monologue etc, what do we do with eight 
hours of video? 

AL - We probably won’t have loads of submissions - even if we do, it’s not about 
watching the whole thing, people can dip in and out, don’t have to filter, just let people 
do it. 

LB - another idea to group them somehow? 

AL - could do tragedies, comedies, histories?  

JL - just wait and see what we get, if we think there will be lots of repeats, create a 
spreadsheet so people can tick off. If loads for one monologue, edit them together 
cleverly.  

AL - bringing up MM’s question in the week about whether we could do it live… could 
get complicated with so many people… Could be really exciting.  

AL - opening up to musicians, singing songs from the plays, playing instruments? Also, 
a workshop alongside this - someone experienced in directing Shakespeare, someone 
from RSC - Ana knows a couple of people, potentiality about that happening. JL’s point 
about a director’s pack would be really useful. 

JL - has emailed Simon Godwin - who directed Anthony and Cleopatra - and thinking 
about emailing Eliot something - done Shakespeare etc. 

AL - whenever the video is released, nice to have something adjacent to that release, 
something social to take place - community to come together, drama pub quiz?! 

 



5. Juliet Bernard Prize 

Leave for next week - when Ros and John are here.  

 

6. Cuppers & NWF 

AL - handover packs for both. As soon as NWF and cuppers rep appointed by TAFF, 
TAFF and OUDS will have meeting - would MM like to be in on that meeting as TAFF 
rep? 

MM - yes! 

AL - spoke to previous NWF reps, they used production company bank account for that. 
For Cuppers, goes through OUDS accounts… why are they using their own personal 
bank accounts? 

AP - easy for people to go through their own accounts, and then get reimbursed.  

JL - this year’s NWF had problems - unconventional format, usually produced by NWF 
members of OUDS who had previously singlehandedly produced 4 shows at BT, Rob 
acted as associate producer, everything between Rob and OUDS. But this time, 
responsibilities were more scattered, didn’t do a huge amount of good for accountability 
and money movement - needs to be thought through… this year’s didn’t work as well as 
previous years. BT hopefully open by Hilary, Rob keen to get involved with that. 
Someone to speak to Amitai about his thinking about this year? He wanted to make it 
with more events and panels etc - trying to get more writing on show, didn’t work in 
terms of producing… A lot to consider about pros and cons between formats.  

KFW - year before, she directed the one night of short scenes/plays with small casts - 
worked brilliantly… Amitai trying to do more of that, but original format actually worked 
quite well. Having the four plays doesn’t mean you don’t have smaller/more 
experimental stuff.  

 

7. OFS Showcase 

AL - keen on doing another one, emailed them very provisionally - they would really like 
to do something again, in summer term, they’re not programming stuff until the end of 
this year or beginning of next year.  



AL - OUFF - Bruno - trailers/marketing tools, cameras/lighting/booms/DP - pay students 
to do that cinematography for you. Go to OUFF website, pick packages you want, and 
the DP you want if you want, they’ll give you someone on your roster (10-20 DPs 
interested already) - once going, want to give plays the choice of DP re what style they 
want. 

 

8. Other orders of business 

JL - has spoken with heads of Pilch and O’Reily, plus Dan who does programming at 
Playhouse. He’s put together a plan re pitches and interviews for coming terms. Having 
regular interviews, pitch submissions mid-term not a good idea - venues need to 
harmonise, huge amount of work logistically - more time to prepare. So, idea - all bid 
submissions happen in 9th-10th week, by end of 6th week have all rescheduled shows 
a confirmed slot. Before 9th and 10th make a best practice guide for the way we do 
interviews etc online - commitment to welfare - stringent policy positions all venues 
commit to in terms of contingency - refunds, rescheduled etc. Also, if need for social 
distance venues - ensure all 2m apart, with reduced venue fees… Work towards big 
pack of resources at end of term to work out best resources for practice.  

AP asks JL, when can we tell everyone this is the plan, this is what the timings are etc.  

JL - sending an initial email on Monday with rough picture - “all bids will happen 
9th-10th, xyz resources will be coming out” (JL to send to HC), as soon as we’ve got the 
ok from everyone, resources will be sent out in welfare-minded way (plus talking to 
Emma about it). He’ll put it out in UDO email, but nobody gets it any more.  

  

 

 
 


